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Abstract. In this article we will be concerned with a polynomial-time
attack against the ECDSA, which computes the secret key of the ECDSA
if a few bits of the ephemeral-key from several ECDSA-signatures are
known. The number of needed bits per signature is 12, if one has access
to an ideal lattice basis reduction algorithm computing the nth successive
minimum of a lattice with rank n. The aforesaid bits of the ephemeral-key
can be obtained from insecure ECDSA implementations by so called side-
channel-attacks like Timing, Simple-Power-Analysis, Differential-Power-
Analysis, Electromagnetic or Differential-Fault attacks. Our attack com-
bines a recent idea of Howgrave-Graham and Smart with an old lat-
tice attack against linear congruential pseudo-random number genera-
tors due to Frieze, Hastad, Kannan, Lagarias und Shamir. In contrast
to Howgrave-Graham and Smart, our approach enables the exact deter-
mination of the number of needed (side-channel) bits and uses an easier
lattice problem making the attack very practical.

Keywords: Cryptanalysis, ECDSA, Lattice, Lattice basis reduction,
LLL, side-channel-attacks, successive minimum.

1 Introduction

The ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm), see for, e.g., [JM], is
a digital signature algorithm whose security is based on the discrete logarithm
problem for elliptic curves (abbreviated as ECDLP for Elliptic Curve Discrete
Logarithm Problem) and is derived naturally from the DSA which in turn is
based on the El-Gamal signature algorithm. For a thorough introduction into
the DSA and the El-Gamal signature we refer the reader to [MvOV].

Under slight modifications and assuming the random oracle assumption Bel-
lare et alii [BPVY] have shown that the security of the ECDSA can be reduced
to the ECDLP. Excluding insecure elliptic curves the ECDLP needs in general
exponential time to be solved, see for, e.g., [BSS]. Thus, practically the ECDSA
cannot be broken by solving the ECDLP.
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However, it is well known that knowledge of the ephemeral-key k of the
ECDSA breaks the system. Moreover, choosing the ephemeral-key k uniformly
at random is as well very important, which is due to Bellare et alii [BGM].

This article describes a novel attack against the ECDSA, which is a combi-
nation of classical cryptanalysis and a side-channel attack. Instead of attacking
directly the secret key d we use lattice methods to attack the randomly cho-
sen ki from several card signatures. For this purpose the attack assumes that we
can learn through a side-channel some bits of the the aforesaid randomly chosen
ephemeral-keys ki corresponding to the card signatures. Our attack is based on
an idea of [HGS] and using methods from the geometry of numbers according
to [FHK+] we can improve the attack of [HGS] substantially while also extend-
ing their attack to the elliptic curve variant of the DSA. For a recent survey on
lattice methods in cryptography we refer to [NS].

Gaining knowledge of some secret bits of a smart card is in insecure im-
plementations possible by exploiting methods relying on side-channel attacks
such like Timing, Simple-Power-Analysis, Differential-Power-Analysis, Electro-
magnetic or Differential-Fault attacks. For a thorough description of these at-
tacks we refer to [HJMS] and [CKN].

2 Definitions

We now give a brief introduction into basic terms of the lattice the-
ory and elliptic curves and refer the reader for detailed introductions
to [Kan,Lov,BSS,Kob99,Men].

R
m denotes the m-dimensional real Euclidean vector space and ei the ith

unit vector in R
m, 〈·, ·〉 the canonical scalar product in R

m and ‖v‖ :=∑m
i=1 v

2
i

for v ∈ R
m the Euclidean norm. A lattice L is a discrete additive subgroup of the

R
m with L := {y ∈ R

m | y = a1b1 + · · ·+ akbk, ai ∈ Z}, b1, . . . , bk ∈ R
m linear

independently over R
m and k ≤ m. [b1, . . . , bk] is called a basis of the lattice L.

The ithe successive minimum λi(L) of a lattice L is the smallest positive real
number r, such that there exists i linear independent vectors v1, . . . , vi ∈ L of
maximum length r, i.e., λi(L) = min l.u. v1,...,vi∈L maxj∈{1,...,i} ‖vj‖.

An elliptic curve (in affine coordinates) over a finite field K is a set E(K) of
points (X,Y ) satisfying an equation of the form

Y 2 + a1XY + a3Y = X3 + a2X2 + a4X + a6, ai ∈ K,

together with a point at infinity O. The set E(K) is an abelean group wrt. addi-
tion +, where O is the neutral element, see for, e.g., [BSS]. The order of a point
P ∈ E(K) is the smallest natural number n with nP = O. The ECDLP is given
by the following problem. For two given points P and Q on an elliptic curve find
the smallest natural number d satisfying Q = dP . For a general elliptic curve
the ECDLP is only known to be solvable in exponential time.
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3 The ECDSA

We now give a brief introduction into the ECDSA, for a thorough description
we refer to [JM]. Moreover, for simplicity we assume in the following that we
are using a prime field K = Fp, i.e., p is a prime greater than 2. However, our
attacks works also fine over fields of the form F2m .

We consider the situation where Alice wants to send a signed message m to
Bob. Firstly, Alice chooses her public key (E(K), P, n,Q) and as well a private
key d ∈ [1 : n−1]. Here, E(K) is an elliptic curve over K and P a point of prime
order n on the curve K with Q = dP and n | |E(K)|.

To sign the message m ∈ M from an appropriate message space M, Al-
ice now chooses uniformly at random a number k ∈ [1 : n − 1], the so called
ephemeral -key. Hereafter, Alice computes kP =: (x1, y1), r := x1 mod n and
as well s := k−1(h(m) + dr) mod n, where h : M → K denotes an arbitrary
cryptographic hash-function. Alice now sends Bob the message m and the cor-
responding signature (r, s).

In order to verify the signature (r, s) of the message m, Bob computes with
the public key (E(K), P, n,Q) of Alice as a first step w := s−1 mod n. Then,
Bob computes u1 := h(m)w mod n, u2 := rw mod n, u1P +u2Q =: (x0, y0) and
v := x0 mod n. Finally, to check the authenticity of the signature (r, s), Bob
checks that v = r holds.

As already said above, the security of the ECDSA is based on the ECDLP and
indeed under slight modifications and assuming the random oracle assumption
([BPVY]) its security is reducible to ECDLP. Thus, excluding insecure elliptic
curves the ECDSA cannot be broken by solving the ECDLP in theory.

In the next section, however, we will sketch a new practical lattice attack on
the ECDSA which tries to reconstruct the secret key d from short ephemeral-key
fragments, i.e., by using only some bits of several keys k generated by several
card signatures.

4 The Attack

We consider the scenario, where Alice’s public key is given by (E(K), n, P,Q)
and her secret key by d. Moreover, we assume that we have signed l messagesmi,
i = 1, . . . , l, and obtained their corresponding card signatures (ri, si), i = 1, . . . , l.
Now, we want to compute the ephemeral keys ki, i = 1, . . . , l, chosen uniformly
at random by Alice for every single signature (ri, si), i = 1, . . . , l. After having
computed the ephemeral keys ki, i = 1, . . . , l, we directly can compute Alice
secret key d.

From the ECDSA-signature equation

si := k−1
i (h(mi) + dri) mod n, i = 1, . . . , l,

we get
siki − dri = h(mi) mod n, i = 1, . . . , l.
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Substituting in these l equations with the l + 1 variables ki, i = 1, . . . , l, and d
the variable d by r−1

l slkl − h(ml)r−1
l mod n yields the system

siki − rir−1
l slkl = −rih(ml)r−1

l + h(mi) mod n, i = 1, . . . , l − 1.

Renaming again the variables yields another system of equations

biiki + bilkl = di mod n, i = 1, . . . , l− 1

with only l − 1 equations and l variables k1, . . . , kl. However, this underdeter-
mined system has naturally no unique solution. Nevertheless, it is known that a
unique solution exists and indeed can be computed quickly if some small fraction
of the bits of the k1, . . . , kl is known, see for, e.g., [FHK+].

Wlog. let logn the bitlength of the ki, i = 1, . . . , l. If, now, the most signifi-
cant t bits of the ki are known, we can write the ki as

ki = k
(1)
i + k(2)i ,

where the k(1)i are all known, and |k(2)i | ≤ n2−t holds. Applying this partial
knowledge about the ki’s to the aforesaid system of equations and again renaming
the coefficients we get the following system of equations:

aiik
(2)
i + ailk

(2)
l = ci mod n with |k(2)i | ≤ n2−t. (1)

Thus, we have obtained an underdetermined system with the variable con-
straint |k(2)i | ≤ n2−t where t denotes the number of known most significant bits
of the ki’s. To solve this system we use the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let
l∑

j=1

aijxj = ci mod p (2)

a system with aij , ci ∈ Z, i = 1, . . . , s, p prime and s ≤ l, and

L =

{
y ∈ R

l
∣∣∣ y = s∑

i=1

vi(ai1, . . . , ail)� + vs+1pe1 + · · ·+ vs+lpel, vi ∈ Z

}

a lattice in R
l satisfying ‖x‖ ≤ pλ−1

l (L)2−1, then there exists at most one solu-
tion x for this system. If the aij, ci and p are all known for all i, j, then there
exists an algorithm which computes for fixed l in polynomial time the solution x
or proves that there is no solution.

Proof. The proof of the theorem follows mainly the ideas given in [FHK+]. The
idea is to construct from the underdetermined modular system of equations a
system of equations with l equations and l variables over Z. Naturally, such a
system has at most one solution. We note that the proof will explicitly construct
the unique solution, provided that a solution exists.
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We start with the recently presented algorithm due to Blömer [Bl], which
computes for the given lattice L l linearly independent vectors

w1, . . . , wl ∈ L
with ‖wi‖ = λi(L) for i = 1, . . . , l. Its running time is 3l ·l!·sO(1), where s denotes
the size of the lattice. Thus, for fixed l it is a polynomial-time algorithm. As the
vectors w1, . . . , wl are linearly independent lattice vectors we know that there
exists some integral l× (s+ l) matrix M satisfying



w11 · · · w1l

...
...

wl1 · · · wll


 =M




a11 · · · a1l

...
...

as1
... asl

p · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · p



.

Now, multiplying both sides of the system (2) from left with this matrix M ,
we get a new modular system

l∑
j=1

wijxj ≡ c′i mod p, i = 1, . . . , l. (3)

Clearly, every solution x of (2) is by construction also a solution of (3). Now,
considering an x ∈ Z

l satisfying

‖x‖ ≤ 1
2
pλ−1

l (L),

we get that ∥∥∥∥∥∥
l∑

j=1

wijxj

∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ ‖wi‖ · ‖x‖

≤ λi(L) · 12pλ
−1
l (L)

≤ λl(L) · p2λ
−1
l (L)

≤ p
2
.

Therefore, choosing the c′i for i = 1, . . . , l such that |c′i| < p/2, ensures that an
integral solution x ∈ Z

l of the system

l∑
j=1

wijxj ≡ c′i, i = 1, . . . , l, (4)
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over Z will also be an unique solution of the system (3) satisfying ‖x‖ ≤
1
2pλ

−1
l (L). This is due to the fact that the aforesaid system (4) has at most

one solution over Z. Consequently, our starting system (2) has at most one so-
lution satisfying ‖x‖ ≤ 1

2pλ
−1
l (L). ��

Now, in order to determine the unknown fraction of the ki, i.e., k
(2)
i , we

will apply the former theorem to the above equation system (1). However, the
applicability of Theorem 1 requires

|k(2)i | ≤ nλl(L)−12−1l−1/2.

With the subconstraint |k(2)i | ≤ n2−t for the unknowns k(2)i this means that one
needs to know

t = logλl(L) + 1 +
1
2
log l

bits of every ki. Therefore, the number t of known bits in advance only depends
on λl(L). Luckily, if the coefficients aij are chosen uniformly at random, one can
show that with high probability

λl(L) < 5
√
lε−1/ln1−l−1/l

is satisfied, where ε > 0 is an arbitrarily small positive constant. This will be
shown in the following theorem whose proof combines ideas from [FHK+] with
latest lattice research due to [Ba].

Theorem 2. Let n be a prime, ε > 0 and

L := {y ∈ R
l | y = Za1 + . . .+ Zal−1 + Zne1 + . . .+ Znel}

a lattice in Z
l, where a1 := (a1, 0, . . . , 0, al), . . . , al−1 := (0, . . . , 0, al−1, al) are

randomly chosen in Z
l. Then, with probability ≥ 1 − ε − O(1/n(l−1)/l) it holds

that

λl(L) ≤
(

πl/2

Γ ( l
2 + 1)

)1/l

l ε−1/l n1−(l−1)/l.

Proof. As an abbreviation we define for the basis

B := (a1, . . . , al−1, ne1, . . . , nel)

of the lattice L the so called span(B) as

span(B) := {y ∈ R
l | y = Ra1 + · · ·+ Ral−1 + Rne1 + · · ·+ Rnel}.

According to Kannan [Kan] the lattice dual to the given lattice L is given by

L∗ := {z ∈ span(B) | ∀y ∈ L : 〈z, y〉 ∈ Z},
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which means particularly that

L∗ = {z ∈ R
l | ∀y ∈ L : 〈z, y〉 ∈ Z}

= {z ∈ 1
nZ

l | 〈z, ai〉 ∈ Z, i = 1, . . . , l − 1},

and moreover also that

nL∗ = {z ∈ Z
l | 〈z, ai〉 ≡ 0 mod n, i = 1, . . . , l− 1}.

Thus, we see that for a randomly chosen point z ∈ Z
l we have

Pr
z∈UZl

[〈z, ai〉 ≡ 0 mod n] =
1
n

for every i = 1, . . . , l − 1, which in turn implies that

Pr
z∈UZl

[z ∈ nL∗] =
(
1
n

)l−1

.

Let SR(o) := {x ∈ R
l | ‖x‖ < R} the usual open sphere with radius R around

the origin o := (0, . . . , 0) and denote by GR(o) := |SR(o) ∩ Z
l| the number of Z

lattice points within SR(o). From the above we are now able to infer that

Pr
z∈UZl

[SR(o) ∩ nL∗ = ∅] = (1− 1/nl−1
)GR(o)) ≥ 1−GR(o)/nl−1.

Thus, we see that

λ1(nL∗) ≥ R ⇐⇒ λ1(L∗) ≥ R
n

holds with probabilty ≥ 1−SR(o)/nl−1. Due to Walfisz [Wa] the number GR(o)
is for R→ ∞ given by

GR(o) =
πl/2

Γ ( l
2 + 1)

Rl +O
(
R(l−1)

)
.

Choosing now

R :=

(
πl/2

Γ ( l
2 + 1)

)−1/l

ε1/l n(l−1)/l

yields for n→ ∞ that

GR(o) = ε n(l−1) +O
(
n(l−1)2/l

)
,

from which we conclude that

λ1(L∗) ≥ R
n

≥ 6
25

√
l n(l−1)/l−1 ε1/l
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holds with probability 1− ε+O(n−(l−1)/l). If we now apply the so called trans-
ference bound

λ1(L∗) · λl(L) ≤ l
due to Banaszcyk [Ba], we finally get our promised result

λl(L) ≤ l

λ1(L∗)
≤ 25

6

√
l n1−(l−1)/l ε−1/l

��
If we yet put together all the results we have so far, we get that with

t ≥ 1
l
log2 n+ log2 l +

1
l
log2 ε+ 3.06

known bits of of the randomly chosen ki we are able to recover the rest of the ki.
The goal is now simultaneously maximizing the probability 1− ε+O(n−(l−1)/l)
and minimizing the number t of needed bits in the ki. We simply set ε := 0.01
and investigate the two functions

f1(n, l) :=
1
l
log2 n+ log2 l −

1
l
log2(0.01) + 3.06

f2(n, l) := ε+O(n−(l−1)/l)

concerning local minima and maxima. However, for f2 we need to consult Wal-
fisz [Wa] for the hidden constants in the O resulting from GR(o). Precise deter-
mination of these constants and searching for local minima and maxima results
finally in a probability of 0.99 and 12 known bits of the ki if we assuming that n
is a 160-bit prime.

Thus, we have proved that with only 12 known bits of every ki, i = 1, . . . , 50,
the ECDSA can be broken in practice. We stress, that these are proven worst-
case bounds, whereas in practical experiments we needed much less than 12 bits.
Moreover, our attack can be extended to cover even the case when the known
bits are somewhere located within the ki’s.

5 Summary

Again, lattice methods have been used to show that a secure proven signature
method like the ECDSA can be broken under some circumstances. This implies,
that it is very important to protect hard- and software implementations of the
ECDSA on smart cards very carefully against side channel attacks in order to
avoid any information leakage of secret data to a potential attacker.
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